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Thank you, Governor Celeste, for that wonderful introduction. I have to tell you, there's a special reason Fritz Mondale wanted me to be at this Senior Institute in Columbus. As you know, Columbus is the home of Wendy's. And ever since Clara Peller said "Where's the beef?", Columbus and seniors have had a special role in this campaign.

I'm delighted to have this opportunity to address the participants in the Senior Institute run by Ohio's Department of Aging. And I want to commend Dick Celeste for his leadership in upgrading the Commission on Aging to cabinet-level status. The people of Ohio can be very proud that they have a governor who understands the special concerns of elderly Americans, and the special contributions they can make to this state and our country.

I think I understand those things too. For the past six years, I have had the privilege of representing in Congress more than 100,000 senior citizens. I have visited senior centers all over my district. I have talked and listened to them, and I have learned about their concerns. And what I have heard is not different from what each of you hears in your cities and towns.

These are people who have earned a retirement of dignity, but now feel it threatened.

They are people for whom the coming of winter means facing the choice between heating and eating.
And they are people whose values and experience are one of this nation's great resources, if only we would take advantage of it.

In opening his campaign on Labor Day, President Reagan promised, "You ain't seen nothing yet."

But that's exactly what the older Americans I know, and millions more like them across this country, are afraid of. To them, the President's words sounded more like a threat than a promise.

A threat from an Administration that tried to cut Social Security by 25 percent, that it would be back to try again.

A threat from an Administration that thinks the way to get health care costs under control is to put Medicare under the knife.

A threat that Legal Services, and energy assistance, and the Community Services Jobs Program, which survived the first Reagan Administration, will come under attack again.

The fact is, Mr. President, that it isn't that "we ain't seen nothing." We've seen too much. Too much of your Administration trying to turn the twilight years into the twilight zone.
Fritz Mondale and I have said that what this campaign is about is the future. And when you think about it, Americans have always been oriented to the future.

That's why we work and struggle and sacrifice, not just to make a better life for ourselves, but to build a better future for our children and our grandchildren. That spirit is the bond between generations that makes our country strong.

This administration doesn't understand that bond. The problem is that, on the really important issues, they are out of touch with the American people.

Last week, Ed Meese, Counselor to the President, said, and I'm quoting him, "Social Security is simply a taxation and benefit program."

But the American people see Social Security as a compact between generations. It is the promise we have made to ourselves. And if President Reagan plans to try again to break that promise, we want to know now -- not after the election.

They're out of touch on arms control. Ronald Reagan has opposed every arms control agreement ever negotiated. And he is the first president since the dawn of the nuclear age not to enter into an arms control agreement. It's time to stop building nuclear
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bargaining chips, and start doing some tough bargaining with the Soviets.

They are out of touch on when to use American power, and when to use American influence. We have sent troops to Central America, and turned our backs on negotiations. And our young men -- over 250 of them -- were sent to Beirut on a mission with no purpose and died for no reason. Next time, let's send in the diplomats before the marines.

And they're out of touch on the deficit. Walter Mondale has put his deficit reduction plan before the people. He knows what $175 billion federal deficits are doing to interest rates, and he knows what those interest rates are doing to our economy. The American people have a right to know before the election what to expect from the next president. We challenge President Reagan to put his plan on the table.

* * * * * * *

What we offer in this election is leadership that makes the tough choices and is in touch with the American people. We don't have to have a president who does not share our values. The President works for the people. If he's not doing things the way you want them done, you have the power to change things and elect a President who will.
In 1980, Ronald Reagan got elected because millions of people stayed home. They did not vote. They let somebody else decide for them. This time around, don’t let somebody else decide.

The choice in 1984 is as clear as it will ever be for America’s senior citizens. The decision you make on November 6 will help determine what happens in the next four years.

If Ronald Reagan is reelected, you will spend the next four years the way you have spent the past four years. Fighting to prevent deep cuts in services to the elderly who depend on them. All we have to do to predict what a second Reagan term would be like is look at the first Reagan term.

They will go after the Title V jobs program, which provides 2,356 jobs for senior citizens in Ohio. This Administration is not concerned about equal opportunity for the elderly.

They will cut back on nutrition and transportation services under the Older Americans Act.

And they will make Social Security and Medicare prime targets when they finally get around to dealing with the deficit.

So far, Congress has been able to block the most damaging of those proposals. And maybe Congress will be
ABLE to do it again. But that’s taking a chance we don’t have to take.

Let’s not take the chance that the second Reagan Administration will not be more successful at cutting these programs than the first one has been. Let’s make sure there isn’t a second Reagan Administration.

There’s one other thing I’d like to say. It’s about the term ‘senior citizen.’ It means more than someone who is 65 years old. It means you have achieved the highest standing in our society.

Adlai Stevenson said, “As citizens of this Democracy, you are the rulers and the ruled, the lawgivers and the law-abiding, the beginning and the end.”

As senior citizens in this democracy, you have set the example for the rest of us. I am confident, and grateful, that you will continue to do so.

Thank you.
Two additional items I forgot to include.

1) In the intro, in the part about all the terrific stuff old people do, we need to mention Maggie Kuhn, the head of the Gray Panthers, who will be at the reception.

2) If there is going to be a hit on Mondale’s deficit reduction plan, it should say something about how Dick Celeste came in and had to deal with an enormous deficit left him by his Republican predecessor. Fritz and I intend to model our approach after Gov. Celeste’s, or some such salute.